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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Central objective of this chapter is to measure co movement stock indices of the select 

sample countries and to analyze its implications for asset management. Portfolio 

m·an~gers int~resieci in internatio~al diversification systeniatically study the pattern of 

dq,endence amo~g· world markets io increase opportunity' 'set of investm~nt 'and to 

maxirriize benefits from international diversification. There is a strong believes among 

popular press along with serious researchers (Ra] and Dhal, 2008) ·that Iiidiati. capital 

market is now more integnited wiih'test'of the world. :But the problem wiih.this 

believe is, 'tlie market th~t bdoriiis to emetgirtg category by deflilition' clirui~tbeweli 

integraied. Thus the debate still 6o·~iinu·es on the issue: \vhetlier 'the Indian market 

truly integrated With glob~! ma~ket, ·or, still it is n1or~ or less functioning 

independently 'like other emerging ~larkets, where in absence ~f 'law 'of' orie price' 

there is ample scope of cross market arbitrage: 

Expected stock returns of any countzy·are interwoven with its business cycle. Hence, 

study of 'integration or no integration' in a sense virtually appears to be as a study of 

symmetry or asymmetry in the behavioural pattern of business cycl~s. Virtually a 

mismatch in business cycle is theoreticaily less likely in a irUJy globalized economy 

where a benefit of international diversification in effect vanishes. Thanks to less than 

perfect synchronization of business· cycle, international diversification is still useful 

and study of dynamism of correlation is essential for risk management. Thus we 

propose to study critically, the difficulties associated with estimation of expected 

return, variances, co variances that are essential inputs of classical mean variance 

analysis and its implications on asset management. Thus we reject a priory 

assumption of classical approach - 'no uncertainty in estimating these parameter 

values' to develop a portfolio theory that is less subject to estimation ef!'or. 

In literature, approaches to test for integration vary. Some researchers relied on co 

integration technique to verify the case of unification of world markets [ Arshanapalli 

et. a! (1995), Agarwal et. a!, (2005)]. Others tried to test 'law of one price' which 

advocates that, in a perfect globalized economy, portfolio with same payoff should 
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have the same price in different markets. As the point can be made without reference 

to any specific asset pricing model, researchers in general relied either on ICAPM 

(International Capital Asset Pricing Model) or APT (Arbitrage "Pricing Te~hnique) to 

assess validity of"the theory of 'law ·of oiie price' and thereby integration of world 

market~ [Solnik"(l974), (1977), So!cik et. a! (1996)] .. With all its ci~ficiencies, in the 

present thesis we relied on widely "Used technique of correlation that is generally 

treated as an 'all purpose dependence ·model'. Very specific reason of our preference 

for correlation is - ease of application of the fmdings for portfolio management, its 

wide use and its use in classical yet indispensable mean-variance approach. At the 

outset, we feel it essential to discuss major deficiencies and assumptions of the 

technique so that portfolio managers do not fall in to the trap of correlation. 

Researchers who rely on ~onstant unconditional correlation often feel puzzled with its 

time varying nature, the. phenomenon that is often .referred by economists· as 

'correlation break down' or 'out -of-sample' puzzle -[Jorion, (1985)]. Following 

conventional wisdom we argue that this disruption mirrors nothing more than time 

varying sampling volatility. Increases in the volatility of returns are generally 

followed by an increase in sampling correlation even when the true correlations are 

constant. If correlations are higher than normal during volatile periods, specifically in 

bear market in which investors are exposed to losses, then ·the gains of portfolio 

diversification will be weakest just when these benefits are most needed [Knif et. a! 

(2005), Campbell and Harvey (2002), Butler and Joaquin 2002, Loretan and English 

(2000), Ramchand and Susmel (1998)]. In their brilliant work Longin and Solnik 

(200 1) concluded that correlation is not related to market volatility (i.e, large absolute 

returns) per se but to market trend. Using monthly data they fmd that in international 

markets, especially in the case of negative returns correlation tend to increase, as 

negative tail distribution deviates considerably from the normal distribution. Butler 

and Joaquin (2002) through rigorous analysis suggested that co movement of 

domestic and international stock markets is a function of the domestic stock market 

return that varies in bull, bear and calm market. Butler thus concludes correlations 

profile produced by the bivariate normal distribution with a positive unconditional 

correlation is 'U' shaped and symmetric, with higher apparent correlations in volatile 
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market. Knif et. a! (2005) in their study proposes to model tii:ne varying ~onditimi.a! 

correlation as a fun~tion of conditional volatilities. Excellent writing of Rey ·(2000) 

sharply pointed out the reasons for time varyffig stock market correlations. By fuming 

directly to the W:i!s of return distributions, Rey suggests that .correlation. structure of 

large returns is indeed asymmetric. 

Taking queue from earlier. studies, instead of relying on constant correlation, we 

prefer to study the structure of co movement of returns of Indian market with select 

sample countries while · volatility of the market varies. It may happen ·that an 

ordinarily disintegrated market may turn in to an integrated one during heavy fall in 

priee of the markets and v.ice-versa. Hence, we propose to study: does co movement 

of Indian market vary in different volatility regimes. We believe any blanket 

statement regarding integration or disintegration ignoring the intecracy of correlation 

may be misleading and lead to misjudgement on asset management. We specifically 

attempt to test the null hypothesis that, whether ihe correlation· matrices fi·om two 

periods are equal 'element-by-element'? This is equivalent to test a jo.int hypothesis 

that tht; correlation coefficients of any two. countries are the same in the two periods 

of interest. Testing of the above hypothesis will help us to answer some nagging 

questions7 what is the temporal behaviour pattern of earnings of sample countries? 

Does correlation changes over time? Does correlation change in bull, bear and calm 

market? Do we fmd any Dranmtic changes in co movement of return of Indian 

market with that of the other select sample countries? Finally, we will attempt to show 

implications of the answer of the above queries on international diversification of 

fund. 

Obviously, the issue raised is very general and is not restricted to the analysis of 

international equity investments. We chose this context because of proliferation of 

papers based on ex-post mean -variance analysis in international fmance that ignored 

the problem of measurement of mean return, variance and co variance. 

As the primary focus of our study is to show how and to what extent, the return of 

Indian stock market is correlated with markets of the world, we considered nine other 

nations such as Hong Kong [HANGSENG], Malaysia [KLSE], Japan [NIKKEI225]; 



Korea [KOSPI200], Thailand [TWI], Indonesia [JKSE], UK [FTSElOO]. and USA 

[S&P 500]. Excepting UK and USA all other sampie countries iielmig to the region -~f 

Asia. The. selection of sampie will also help to· validate. th~ theory that not global but 

regional bias dominates in international investing. 
' . . .. ·. · .. .. : . . -

M~st' of the e~rlier em.~iricai studies 'mi. the ·link be'tw~~n. ~orreiation~ voiatiiitY ·ana 
market trends u§e weekly or monthly data instead of daily data. We propose higher 

data ot; sampling frequency is associated with more. precision in correlation and 

vola~Iity·~stii~mtes. It is siinply be~ause; u..-i.Iike mean ·return estiinationfor which the 

sampling frequency is uniinportant, lower frequency data smoothes variation between 

adjacent observations resulting in smo.othed estiinates of correlation and volatility that 
. ·' . . . , ' I. , , ' 

disca,d i)nportaJ;l.t information. Con.sequently we prefer daily data for the estimation of 
. .. . . - . . . .. . .. . ·. . . 

·condi.tional correlation., Correlation of daily return of the series has been calculated by . - . . . . - . . 

using widely used formula of Pearson· s correlation coefficient.. 

Hence; we would primarily emphasi~e on inadequacy of th~ con~ept of constant 

correlation and then proceeds to answer typical f~atures of co movement of Indian 

market with others. 

4.2 ANALYSIS OF DATA SERIES 

One of the most· iinportant assumptions of fmancial economics is that continuously 

compounded stock market returns are normally distributed. This assumption is also 

prerequisite of the use of linear correlation as a measure for interdependence between 

international stock market return. Though assumption of normality has wide appeal in 

financial economics, there are substantial empirical evidences that refute this 

assumption and suggest that stock returns are significantly different from Gaussian 

distribution (Embrechts, et. a! 1999). This is worrying since correlation is the central 

technical idea for risk management in internationally diversified ·funds. If distribution 

of returns is non normal, linear correlation will fail to measure dependence structure 

of returns. Writings of Ang, et. a! (2002), Embrechts et. a!. [1999] is very useful to 

study the desired properties of dependence measure. Embrechts suggest an alternative 

approach for understanding and modelling (more complex) dependence structure: the 
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so cal1ed C,opulas. We ignored this issue for further discussion as -it .k.beyond the 

scope of the present study. 

Table 4.1 

Summary Statistics for Daily Returns of Selected 

Equity Markets (1997-2011) 

Mean Median 

0.0005017 0.001039 

0.00025'74 0.000382 

''6.71E-05 5.92E-05 

0.0001911 · o:ooo219 
0.0002563 0.000378 

6.08E-05 "0.000116 

0.0004603 ·0.0()111 

0.0005209 0.0006()2 

0.0001678 0.000416 

0.0002239 0.000681 

SYMBOLS: 

IND- INDIA,· 

HONG-HONGKONG, 

lAP-JAPAN, 

MALAY- MALAYSIA, 

SING- SINGAPORE, 

TAl-TAIWAN, 

KOR-KOREA, 

Minimum 

-0.17052 

-0.137 

-0.11406 

-0.21458 

-0.10375 

-0.09458 

-0.12019 

·-0.11955 

. -0.08848 

-0.()9035 

INDONES -INDONESIA, 

UK- UNITED KINGDOM, 

Maximum 

0.16309 

0.18824 

0.1415 

0.23143 

0.13739 

0.088932 

0.11946 

0.2068 

0.098387 

0.1158 

USA- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

STDDev. Skewness Kurtosis 

0.019082 -0.08135 10.741 

0.018336 0.39837 9.8203 

0.016197. -0.10989 5.5125 

0.016471 1.7173 53.931 

0.014958 -0.06261 7.9177 

0.01603 -0.04629 2.3311 

0.020628 -0.04769 3.7421 

0.017838 0.58366 10.908 

0.012931 0.02453 5.1782 

0.013494 -0.02715 6.9202 

Jaque- p-
Berra value 

16770.0 0 

15017.9 0 

4503.16 0 

4526.51 0 

9808.32 0 

805.047 0 

2075.55 0 

17777.3 0 

4208.97 0 

7471.19 0 -

Over the total period that ranges from January 1997 to December 2011 mean daily 

return of sample countries varies widely from- 6.71E-05 to 0.0005209. Median iu all 

the cases is higher than means, indicating that the .distributions tend to be skewed to 

the left for these countries (Table 4.1). Maximum and minimum values differ greatly 

from the mean iu all the countries. If returns are exactly normally distributed, the 

skewness is equal to zero and Kurtosis is. equal to three, features that are absent iu 
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return distribution. Earning of tbe countries is either positively or negatively skewed. 

The high values of tbe Kurtosis support tbe fact tbat fmancial time series tend to be 

heavy -tailed. This implies that t.'lere are too many observations around the mean and 

in contrast too many ouiliers. Null hypothesis of normality is ~!so rejected at less tban 

one percent level of significance by Jaque-Berra test, which in fact shows tbe 

combined effect of skewness and kurtosis. Under the most restrictive assumptions of 

jointly independent and identical distributions [ii.d] of return- all measures of 

integration based on varying time should yield the same result and in tbis elliptical 

world tbe variance-covariance hypothesis developed by Markowitz (1"952) to optimize 

portfolio risks - return makes sense. In fact, elliptical distribution constitutes a kind of 

ideal environment where tbe concept- of correlation from a methodological point of 

view cannot be criticized. If this assumption does not hold good, as it is in our case, 

concept of constant correlation loses its significance. 

4.3 AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

The correlation is calculated using Pearson's simple correlation technique. The 

technique is used in tbe present study in two stages. Firstly, correlation matrix is 

prepared for all tbe countries for tbe whole period under study [1997-2011]. Secondly, 

India's correlation with other markets during three equal time spans (1997-2001, 

2002-2006, 2007-2011) were calculated to answer does it change through time. Thus 

full time period of 15 years is divided equally into 3 sub periods of 5 years each. The 

results so obtained are shown in tbe following table [Table 4.2, 4.2 a, 4.2 b, 4.2 c]. 
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Table 4.2 

CORRELATION-MATRIX OF THE. SAMPLE COUNTRIES 
' 

Total Period (1997-2011) 
IND HONG JAPAN MALAY SING TAl KOR INDONES UK 

I 0.028 -0.023 0.005 -O.Q27 .052* .o5o• -0.023 -0.01 

0.028 I .123** 0.034· 0.029 .082** .134"'* 0.006 0.006 

-0.023 .123** I .081** .0.035 0.02 .05,1* .049* -0.04 

0.005 0.034 .081** I .091** 0.026 -0.004 O.D15 0.01 

-0.027 0,029 0.035 .091~· I 0.039 0.01 -0.013 .070** 

.052° .082** 0.02 0.026 0.039 I .123** ·Q,Q2 o.p23 

.lisa• .134** .051* -0.004 9.01 .123!* -1 0.001 ·Q.O) 

-0.023 0.006 .049* Q.OIS' -0.013 0.02 0.001 1 -0.02 

-0.012 ·0,006 _-0.037 0.01 .070!* 0.0~3 -0.009 -0.023 1 

0.023 .107** -0.008 0.031 .098** .074** O.DJS 0.026 0.023 

. Table 4.2 a) 
Sub-Period: 1997-2001 

IND HONG JAPA.'I MALAY SING TAl KOR INDONES UK 

1 0.008 -0.05 -0.004 -0.001 -0.063 -0.018 -0.052 -0.004 

0.008 I 0.033 0.005 -0.039 -0.004 -0.028 -0.031 0.04 

-0.05 0.033 I O.DJS 0.043 -0.023 -0.02 -0.026 0.017 

-0.004 0.005 0.035 I .142** 0.036 -0.032 -0.019 0.08 

-0.001 -0.039 0:043 .142** I -0.038 -0.027 -0.047 -0.061 

-0.063 -0.004 -0.023 0.036 -0.038 I .116** 0.034 0.017 

-0.018 -0.028 -0.02 -0.032 -0.027 .116** I -0.02S -0.024 

-0.052 -0.031 -0.026 -0.019 -0.047 0.034 -0.028 I 0.005 

-0.004 0.04 0.0)7 0.08 -0.061 0.017 .Q,Q24 0.005 1 

0.011 0.012 0.051 0.057 -0.053 0.022 0.002 0.037 .253** 

Table 4.2 b) 
Sub-Period: 2002-2006 

IND HONG JAPAN MALAY SING TAl KOR INDONES UK 

I 0.026 -0.026 0.023 -0.051 0.066 .086* -0.034 0.001 

0.026 I .234** .141** .110* .178*"' .357 .. 0.054 0.026 

-0.026 .234** I .196** 0.055 0.059 .110* .104* O.DJS 

0.023 .141** .196*~ I 0.047 0.03 0.02 0.081 0.016 

-0.051 .110* 0.055 0.047 1 .112"'* 0.063 0.025 .264** 

0.066 .178 .. 0.059 0.03 .112** I .191** 0.029 .099* 

.086* .357** .110* 0.02 0.063 .191** I 0.043 0.043 

-0.034 0.054 .104* 0.081 0.025 0.029 0.043 I 0.057 

0.001 0.026 O.DJS 0.016 .264** .099* 0.043 0.057 1 

0.063 .199** .121** 0.036 .099* .107* .151** -0.017 -0.059 

us 
0.023 

.107** 

-0.008 

0.031 

.098** 

.074*! 

0.035 

0.026 

0.023 

1 

us 
0.011 

0.012 

0.051 

0.057 

-0.053 

0.022 

0.002 

0.037 

.253** 

I 

us 
0.063 

.199** 

.121** 

0.036 

.099* 

.107* 

.151 .. 

-0.02 

-0.06 

1 



Table 4.2 c) 
Sub-Period: 2007-2011 

Countries IND HONG JAPAN MALAY SING TAl 

IND 1 0.065 -0.003· -o:oo9' 0.009 .097* 

HONG 0.065 I 0.02! -0.023 ·-O.P03 · 0.013 
. 

JAP . 0.003 0.021 1 0.056 -0.03~ ,0.017 

MALAY -
0.009 

-0.023 . 0.056 .. I 0.02 . 0.008 

SING 0.009 ,-0.003 -0.038 0.02 1 0.002 

TAl .097* 0.013 -0.017 0.008 0.002 I 

KOR . 0.041 '0.011 0.055 0.061 -o:o25· :o.o66 

INDONES 0.008 0.017 .106"'* . 0.045 0.001 -0.033 

-UK 0.035 
.16t-•• 0.004 ·Q.O:I7· .093* 0.055 

us 0 .. 029 .125 .. -0.011 0.033 O.Q3 0.0!4 

• .Correlation is'Significanl at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
•• Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed). 

KOR INDONES UK us 
0.041 0.008 -0.04 0.029 

0.01 I : ·0.01'7 .161** .125~· 

0.055. .1 06*": 0.004 -0.0!1 

0.061 . 0,045 -0.05 0.033 

-0.025 . O.pOI .093• 0.03 

-0.066 -0.033 0.055 0.014 

1 :o.oo:i .116** . 0.022 

-0.002 I. . -0.05 -0.045 

,11.6~· --O.<J46 1 0.027 

0.022 -0.045 0.027 1 

Tables (4.2, 4.2.a, 4.2.b, 4.2.c) clearly suggest that Indian- market functions more or 

Jess independently from other major markets of Asia. The case. ·.with Korea and 

Taiwan for overall sample period can be considered as exceptional to some extent but 

the result is not consistent enough for the sub periods. Belying widespread belief, 

integration of Indian market especialJy with two developed markets of US and UK is 

also discouraging. Three sub periods consistently show the same trend. Message of 

this finding is clear and unambiguous. Indian market is virtuaiJy segmented and its co 

movement with ·other markets is nearly absent. Indonesia is another country that has a 

similar trend like India. It's a typical feature of emerging market that ignores the 

appeal of 'global finance' and prefers to function independently. In contrast, two 

developed markets US and UK are integrated (correlation is low but significant in 

every segment) but the countries have a negligible presence in Asian market and this 

is particularly true for UK. Thus, the claim that benefit of international diversification 

is mainly achievable due to the presence of emerging capital markets-smaller markets 

on the margin of world economy is found to be under serious doubt by this study. 

Some major markets of Asia like Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong to an extent 

integrated with U.S market showing some weak evidence of interrelationship. There 

is faint but clearly visible evidence that gradually a regional correlation cluster 
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particulariy among South East Asian economies is emerging .. Dependence aizmng.key 

Asian markets like Hong Kong-Japan: Singapore- Malaysia;·Hong Kclng-Malaysia is 

gradually· increasing but the finding is not consistent for all sub periods. 'Regional 

integration of asset market is a typical worldwide phenomenon. To illustrate, 

Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, and France all these European nations show a 

high degree of interdependence due to their economic dependence [Bartram and 

Duf~y (2001)]. This sort ofpartfa1 union of stock market~ is showing ·a lower degree 

of integration. However, partial integration' is achievable, even when full integration 

of capital markets cannot be ~ttaincd. Two important fmdings ~o~i · ;~le~ant for 

present analysis are: lridilin 'market is 'neither int~grated with regio~ai' rii.'arketS ·nor 
• .:, ' • ••••. ' •I .' ' ' . ' I . ' ' : '•' · • ' 

with the devdoped markets of the world. Secondly, in general ·there is week 

~orteiation ~mong countries and it -~,;nes. durlng the {;~dod:· Out findings. of bjurs~ 
contradict iminy e~iier stu'dies b~~ed on ciiffer~t ~eilioci6Jagy (AgarWal, et. · a! 

(2065), Chittedi (1008)]. 

What causes variation in correlation? Table 4.2a to 4.2c shows time varying nature of 

correlation that .differs from one another? Can it be argued that 'integration or no 

integration' is not a static concept; it varies with different facets of the market such as 

up, down or calms market? What makes this difference in the relationships of return 

of index of one with the corresponding other country is a widely researched issue, yet 

the controversy is still unresolved. Even in domestic context; investment manager 

confront the same problem and measurement of portfolio risk may be subject to error. 

lristability of correlation and the w1der!ying reason behind it is well documer.ted in 

the study of Rey (2000], Butler and Joaquin (2002] Kniff et. ai (2005), Pollet and 

Wilson (20 1 0) and others. Grossly there are four models that explain reasons for 

·correlation asymmetry. These models are an asymmetric GARCH-in Mean [GARCH

M] model, a Poisson Jump model, for which jumps are layered on a bivariate normal 

distribution, a regime switching normal distribution model and a regime switching 

GARCH model. We find the most successful model in replicating the empirical 

correlation asymmetry is regime switching model. However, based on the experience 

of developed markets that are otherwise highly integrated, all the above studies tried 

to show how and why the level of bondage among markets change. Alternatively our 
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exploratory analysis suggests, Indian market is virtually disintegrated from the rest of 

the world thus we carefully and cautiously venture to study validity of the preliminar_v 

findirigs particularly when there are enough evidences fuat correlation varies over 

time [Rey (2000), Butler and Jonquin (2002), Kniffet.al(2005)l Hence 'integration 

or no-integration' of Indian market instead of being constant may also vary even 

within a sub-period that has some serious implications on risk management. 

In the GARCH literature time-varying correlation is considered to be a kind of 

clustering phenomenon in the same manner as volatility clustering. This approach has 

the fundamental shortcoming of not identifying the sources of changing ~orrehition. 

The focus is on a description of the process rather than explicitly understanding what 

explams changes in correlation. A look at the relationship on correlation and variance 

poiiits to some probable reasons for changes in correlation in different sub periods and 

it may oe reasonab(y assumed that a further rearrangement of sub periods covariance 

will definitely change. Analysis of causes in the change 9f correlation and its impact . ·, . . . . . .. . 

on international portfolio management has been dealt in detail in the next section. 

4.4 MODELLING CORRELATION AND 
VOLATILITY-A GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

· One of the required inputs of mean-variance analysis is a set of expected rates of 

return that are generally proxied by sample mean. The question is, how useful these 

sample means for predicting future return are if both the expected value and sample 

mean differs through time. We generally followed 1997-2011 period to analyze the 

positions of our sample countries. 

By definition, the conditional correlation of [return] series Ut and Vt is defmed as: 

( ~ Cov,(u,v) 
Pt ~,v = .Jvar.(u)Var.(V)' .. ~ ..................... Eq CD. 

Where the subscripts denotes the predicted entity given information up to.time point t· 

1 



E.g; -· V art (u) = .Et-1 [Ut_·, (Ut )12,;E[{Ut-E{Utf'¥t-1))21'I't-l] with 'I't -1 indicating 

the available infonnation up to time point t-1. In terms of the covariance, we have: - - . - . . ·-

......... Eq (ii) 

In the simple case when the correlation is time invariant, we see from equation that 

the time-varying covariance must change in a fixed proportion to the product of the 

time -varying standard deviations. In this case asymmetries in volatilities reflect 

asymmetries in the covariance as well. Consequently it may be difficult to infer-on the 

basis of the covariance whether the dependence per se betw~en the series is time

varying ·or simply due to the fixed relation between the volatilitie~· and covariance 

determined by the time"invariant correlatio~. 

In order to avoid problem, we. investigate the time variability .in the co variation 

allowing also correlation to be time varying (rather than constant) for this puqiose we 

define as an instrumental tool a 'generalized Conditional covariance' 

Covt.a.b(u, 17) = Ctuf.tu;.t' ..... : .. ....... Eq (iii) 

Where ul.t = .Jvar.(u), .uu= .Jvar.(v), and c• is a coefficient which may be time 

varying and may depend on some additional variables. With a = b = 1 and c• = Pt (u, 

v), equation coincides with the usual covariance. In equation (iii) parameters 'a' and 

'b' detennine the importance of each standard deviations contribution to the 

covariance. For examples if both 'a' and 'b' are larger than one, the correlation must 

increase as a function of the volatilities. It's a general analysis showing relationship 

between deviation and correlation. Dynamism of correlation, impacts on return and 

risk that can be mathematically expressed in a simple setting (Pollet and Wilson, 

201 0). But in absence of significant bondage as it is in our case, it may be argued that 

any further detailing is a futile exercise. We point, less than significant correlation is 

a necessary attribute of portfolio risk reduction and emphasize that before relying·on 

'no bondage' conclusion based on past experiences probability of flawed decision 

need to be studied carefully. Apart from theoretical implications, change in the 

correlation regime enormously influences switching of asset mix decision too. 
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4;5 VOLATILITY AND CORRELATION: 
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES · 

Fluctuations of the measured correlations directly intertwined to changes in .market 

volatility. Concept of correlation risk therefore reduces to market vol!ltility ris!c whiCh 

considerably simplifies the problem. Correlation between sto.cks actually fluctuates.in 

time and increases substantially in a .high. market volatility and· typically it is much 

higher during a large downward than upward move (Campbell, 2002). Robust 

econometric analyses are undeniably interesting but counter evidences are also 
' : - . . 

equally strong (Pollet and Wilson 20 I 0). we· will atteinpt to assess the merit of the 

argument that 'correlation risk reduces to .market volatility risk', hence-traditional 

mean- variance analysis with its restrictive assumptions are.to be accepted .carefully to 

minimize error ip. predicting portfolio risk. In this study, we have followed grossly the 

methodology of Loretan and English (2000), and Boyer, Gibson and Loretan (1999). 

We consiqered. '60 days'. measures of relative volatility of !¥dian market and 

calculated dependence of the market with any one of the select sample countries for 

each sub period. To be very precise, relative volatility is tl1e ratio of variance of India 

(BSE 200) for each sub period of 60 days and for total period under the study (1997-

2011) 

variance o f60 do:ys 
[Total period varieance]. There are six observations in each year and totally 90 

observations for full sample period. Graphical representations of the relative variance 

and sub period correlation (for 60 days, absolute value) are shown in the figure 4.i (a

j) with the yearly break ups. 

Figure 4.1 

Indian Market Relative Variance and Correlation with Sample Markets 
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g) INDIA- SINGAPORE CORRELATION 

h) INDIA-TAIWAN CORRELATION. 

i) INDIA- UK CORRELATION 
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Figure 4.1 (a-j) clearly suggests that the sub-periods with high correlation tend also to 

be the penods witli higher than average volatility. For example, rehitive variance 'of 

the·s;,b periods during the span 2005 to last quarter of 2007 of the ·base· country India 

looks like· a hump and correlation 'With other country, !lay, Hong ·Kong, Kor~, 

Indonesia, UK and USA also follow the same pattern. 

Further, l~okirig through the ~ub period 1999 to 2001 it is' evident that, rise and fall of 

relative variance is followed· by similar pattern of correlation. Virtually, a close 

scrutiny look of all the graphs suggests some similarities in the trend of variability of 

Indian market [base country] and its correlation with other. Thus the theory that 

change· in correlation is directly related to volatility is supported by our empirical 

analysis. Most important' point is that when relative volatility oflndian market and its 

comjlation with other shows soine semblance but this relationship never reaches to a 

threshold where it may be treated as statistically significant. Thus findings o( our 

preliminary analysis still hold and opportunity of diversification, risk reduction is still 

there. 

4.6 TIME VARYING CORRELATIONS: 
ROLLING WINDOWS 

To further verify relationship between variability and correlation, in this section we 

relied on rolling windows that include preceding 90 days movement. The full sample 

data under consideration ranges from 1997-2011. Fig 4.2 (a-e) show volatility and 

correlation of the sample countries for rolling windows with length of 'T' = 90 days 

and our fmdings suggest variability and co movement changes through time widely 

and specifically this relationship increases when variability is high. Solnik, Boucrelle 

and Fur [1996], Drobetz and Zilnmermann [2000] statistically verified the 

preslpllption that market tends to move more in parallel in high volatility states using 

a regression approach. Rey [2000] following graphical approach arrived at the same 

conclusion. We followed the approach of Rey (2000) in this regard. 
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Figure4.2 

Rolling Windows (90 Days) Correlation and Variance 

.. Correlation£ Variance (Correlations are multiplied by 10 to malte it visible) 
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h) INDIA-UK 

i) INDIA -USA 

Figures compiled by the author 

All the above graphs [4.2 (a-j)] suggest that structure of correlation varies with 

variance of earnings of two countries and are more prominent when markets are 

integrated. But for Indian market we find some feeble relationship between these two 

variables and this bondage never reaches to a point that is statistically significant. . 

Variation of earning of one country does not cause change in the other thus 

relationship between volatility and correlation remain unimpressive. 



4.7 MARKET RISEA:ND FALL: DOES 
CORRELATION CHANGE 

There is a consensus among . economists that ·co movement of domestic and 

international market is a function of 1:he domestic stock market return [Butler et. a!. 

200 1] and correlation remain higher during volatile period, particularly in bear 

markets when investors are exposed to losses. Thus the gains of. portfolio 

diversification will be weakest when these benefits are most needed. ·Based on 

observed returns of investors we classify it according to level of domestic return in to 

bear, calm and bull market. Bear and bull market categories respectively include daily 

observations with the _highest and lowes!' return to a domestic index. Returns are 

partitioned such-that 'One third of empirical distribution falls in to each group. Within 

each group, we-calculate the correlation between returns to the domestic index and a 

corresponding international index over the same bear, calm and bull market periods. 

This partitioning allows us to determine if observed correlations during bear and bull 

markets are higher than would be predicted by the normal distribution. If distribution 

of returns is partitioned as described above, then a correlation calculated over 

turbulent periods is greater than calm periods by construction (Butler and Joaquin, 

2002) (Correlation profile that finally emerges would be U shaped and symmetric, 

with higher apparent correlation in the tails than in the centre of the distribution. It is 

assumed that in the case of asymmetric correlation, correlation among market 

increases when the market declines [Longin and Solnik (2001), Butler and Joaquin 

(2001), Ang and Chen (2002), Hong, Tu and Zhou (2003)]. If an increase in 

correlation is due to an increase in aggregate risk, then the discount rate for future 

expected cash flows on most assets, including the stock market, should increase as 

well. 
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Figure 4.3 . 
Correlation and volatilit-y under different market condition . 
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Table 4.3: CORRELATION, AVERAGE RETURN AND' VOLATILITY illiDER 
DIFFERENT MARKET CONDITIONS 

Countries CORRELATION VS INDIA AVERAGE RETURN VOLATILI1Y (IN SD) 

DOWN CALM UP DOWN CALM UP DOWN CALM UP 

HONGKONG 0.1078 0.0331 ·o.o55 0.0607 0.01581 0.1583 2.1042 0.838 1.444 

KOREA 0.1404 0.0718 0.248 0.0183 0.00252 0.12872 2.2996 1.095 2.211 

JAP 0.0316 0.0195 0.1037 -0.095 -
0.00305 

0.11708 1.4961 1.492 1.465 

MALAYSIA 0.2121 0.0152 0.1063 0.0206 -0.0301 -0.0937 1.3427 1.359 1.261 

SINGAPORE 0.0142 0.04 0.0804 -0.212 0.01518 0.10633 1.409 1.287 1.205 

TAIWAN 0.0557 0.0124 0.0025 -0.025 -
0.00507 

0.00782 1.609 1.617 1.523 

INDONESIA 0.1425 0.046· 0.1183" -0.159 0.06089 0.06434 '1.9249 0.916 \.914 

USA 0.2696 0.0156. 0.0775 -0.166 0.06848 1.20417 .1.0851. 0.586 1.204 

UK 0.147 0.0139 0.1191 0.0367 0.01387 0.04389 1.1854 0.578 1.123 

INDIA 1 I I -5.729 0.09432 3.18807 l. 1086 0.524 0.983 

Correlations are taken at absolute values 

Data for other countries' up, down and calm periods are adjusted according to Indian market 

Calm period is considered ranging return from -2 to +2 oflndian market return. I 

'U' shaped pattern of correlation or the case of "regime- switching" is well 

documented in the figure 4.3 (a-i) and table 4.3 reveals that, in most cases correlation 

in the down market is higher than up market. In the central region correlation is nearly 

flat. Change in the correlation affects not only our understanding about market but 

also decision about optimal asset mix. Let us assume there are two assets in an 

economy, risky asset x and risk less asset y. We denote the optimal portfolio holding 

in each asset as a·,. for regime St. In down market, with p1 greater than p, the investor 

should reshuffle the portfolio in favour of y thus underestimate the benefits of 

diversification investing in risky asset and vice versa. 
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4.8 EMPIRICAL FACTS AND LESSONS 

Following the results of the estimation made in this chapter, we observed that: 

L A;ymmetric co~elatio~~ in ihe data lead us to reject the mill hypothesis of a 

nornial distribution. 

z: As~etric correlati~ns negate relevance of widely accepted classical mean

variance theory. 

3. Co~elation asymmetries generaliy cause greater downward moves. 

4. It would be better to switch over asset mix with regime shift. One should not over 

estimate the benefit of diversification by investing in risky assets specifically in 

down market. Neglect of rebalancing and reform may cause suboptimal solution. 

4.9 CONCLUSIONS 

One should not surprise with the fmdings of the present study that grossly suggests 

'isolation' of Ind1im market from the rest of the world. It contradicts in the style 

believe and "imid anecdctal evidences of popular news magazines that the fate of 

Indian market is destined by the behaviour of the foreign investors. It would not be 

fair even to ascribe the findings of the present study as an outcome of mammoth data 

mining that simply touching the tail and dare to describe the total elephant. Our study 

of correlation is simply based on return data that can be directly used for the 

measurement of diversification benefit and all other past researches, mostly in the 

context of India, arrived at the similar conclusion save the studies that addressed 

straight forward the questions of 'integration or no integration' and relied on index 

[Raj and Dhal2008, Chattopadhaya and Behera 2006, Queensely Jeyanthi 2008]. 

A question may be reasonably raised-are we emphasizing on country effect ignoring 

benefits of industry diversification? Specifically, the influence of industrial structure 

on the correlation of country index returns is examined by decomposing stock returns 

into industry and . country components. The results show that very little or low 

correlation between national markets is due to industry diversification. On the 



contrary, almost all of the intemational diversification effects can be explained by 

country specific components of return variations (Bartram and Dufey 2001 ). 


